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ASSESSMENT TEST OF SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE

I. Choose  the suitable word:

1) A ___________________  is an ecological or environmental area that is 
inhabited by a particular species of animal, plant, or other type of organism. 
a) moisture; b) habitat; c) stream; d) butterfly 
2) In a street, park, or public building, we  put rubbish  in a __________________.
a) litter bin; b) hole; c) river; d) washing machine
3) Ecology is the __________________ of Biology dealing with the relations and 
interactions between organisms and their environment.
a) leaf; b) universe; c) surface; d) branch
4) The action of making land, water, air, etc., dirty and not safe or suitable to use is 
called _____________________. 
a) review; b) pollution; c) exposure; d) spreading
5) Let’s keep the ________________ and make new plants grow.
a) seeds; b) gloves; c) stems; d) arrows. 
6) We know that  ________________________ studies the composition, structure, 
properties and change of matter.
a) History; b) Drawing; c) Chemistry; d) Music. 

(6 x 5 points = 30 points)                                                                

II. True or False?

1) Electrons are larger than molecules.  
__________________
2) The chemical make up food often changes when you cook it. 
__________________
3) Filtration separates mixtures based upon their particle size.  
__________________



4) Conductors have low resistance.
__________________ 
5) Water is an example of a chemical element.
___________________
6) The study of plants is known as botany.
___________________

                                                                          (6 x 5 points = 30 points) 

III. Which word is different? Underline it: 
 
 1) aeroplane, bird, rocket, balloon, cat, jet
 2) onion, celery, lettuce, pineapple, turnip, leek 
 3) elephant, panda, pig, tiger, goat, sheep, snake 
 4) nose, badger, mouse, lips, neck, finger, ears, legs
 5) sky, forest, lake, sea, factory, sun, cloud, moon
 6) ham, bread, beer, sausage, chicken, cake, cabbage 
 7) play, listen, see, hear, feel, look, taste, smell, touch
 8) apricot, plum, banana, orange, lemon, carrot, peach
 9) shoe, dress, trousers, hat, scarf, socks, jacket, bag
 10) blue, yellow, rose, purple, red, pink, green, black

 (10 x 2 points = 20 points) 

IV. Give the antonyms of these verbs:

1) to waste / _______________________; 
2) to win /_______________________; 
3) to empty / ________________________; 
4) to deflate/ _________________________; 
5) to request/ ________________________;                                                          

(5 x 2 points = 10 points)
10 granted point

Maximum score: 100 points
Promotion score of assessment: 70-100 points

Note: This is an assessment for selecting the Erasmus+ project team of pupils 
in each partner school.

SCORE

100


